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. Quote of the day 
' ·'People are plenty smart: they shouldn 't 

trust any doctors , including me." - Dr. 
Robert Mendelsohn lampoons what he 
calls Modern Medicine. Page T3 . 
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Hospitals can kill / 
';~~· ~·Mp says doctors dan erous to your health 

say JOANliOLLOBON 
; 'Doctors are dangerous till 
yo~f health, pospitals can 
kill you and baby formula is 
the -"grandaddy of junk 
{ooQs," declares a Chicago 
prof¢ssor of medicine who 

, bas written a ·book debunk
iitl}modern medicine. 

• 1 ,~ Robert ·· Mendelsohn's 
' beo'kl, Confessions of a 
;, Medical Heretic, refers 
, · ominously throughout to 
· .. Mod,ern Medicine, in capi
, tal-letters. 

After 28 years in pediat
riC practice: Dr. Mendel
sohn says lie nas become a 
heretic - h~ n.9 longer . be
lieves in Modern Medicine, 

, which he likens to a church 
with· its priests and aco
'iyt~~. its rituals, liturgies 

. ,. and ' sacrifices; a church 
~ wh9se god>i~ - death and 
;- wl'lo~e religiori, 'like an reli
~ ,gions, is reai,Iy based on 
' ' ' • I •. • • • a 

faith, not scientttlc facts. 
He says if a patient asks 

••why?" often enough -
why this operation? why 
this drug? - he will ulti
mately reach the "chasm of 
faith," and the doctor's 
final response will be "trust 
me." 

Dr. Mendelsohn is associ
ate professor of preventive 
medicine and community 
health at the University of 
Illinois and has been chair
man of the Illinois medical 
licensing committee. 

He · urges his readers to 
stop trusting and start ask
ing questions, to become 
heretics and radicals. Be. 
unco-operative when you go 
to hospital, be a trouble 
maker, he telis citizens. 

Dr. Mendelsohn says 
Modern Medicine's treat
ments have become more 
dangerous than the diseases 

they treat. as a long tradition: thou-
For example, penicillin . ands of young mothers 

was miraculous when it ied after childbirth in the 
was first used for critical ast century because doc
illnesses. But the drug has tors went from autopsies to 
been grossly overpresc- the delivery room· without 
ribed, often in situations washing their hands. 
where it is useless anyway, Dr. Mendelsohn fears 
so that now people can die current enthusiastic use of 
from reaction ,to the drug new methods, such as ultra
itself. sound during pregnancy, 

Dr. Mendelsohn cites may one day come back to 
numerous examples where haunt today's doctors. UI
great harm has been done tra-sound waves bounced 
by doctors, despite their off a fetus produce outlines 
pledge in the Hippocratic on a screen which can tell 
Oath to "do no harm." For an obstetrician as much as 
instance, he says, thyroid an X-ray but without the 
cancers are turning up now dangers of radiation. Dr. 
in people exposed to radia- Mendelsohn worries that 
tion on the head and neck 20 \llira-sound may prove one 
to 30 years ago. (Radiation day to have its own dan
was then often prescribed gers. 
as treatment for acne or ts He cites the imprecision 
reduce the thymus gland.) of all kinds of tests, includ-

Indeed, iatrogenic ing electrocardiograms, 
doctor-caused - diseas which can show disease in 

1 
the healthy and miss dis
ease in the sick, yet are 
increasingly relied upon. 

The book, published in 
Canada by Beaverbooks, 
discusses surgery in a chap
ter headed Ritual Mutila
tions. The chapter cites 
studies of unnecessary 
surgery, increasing num
bers of Caesarian births, 
and procedures such as 
coronary artery bypass 

operations that have not before Dr. Mendelsohn 
been shown to have any accepts a patient. 
advantage over more con- He named several diseas
servative medical treat- es of newborn babies which, 
ment with drugs. he said, only occur in for-

Then there are Modern mula fed babies, including 
Medicine's Holy Waters - E. coli meningitis which he 
routine silver nitrate in the · has seen 12 times in 28 
eyes of newborns; routine years; convulsions in the 
immunization, water fluori- newborn resulting from 
dation, and routine intrave- lowered calcium in the 

l nous fluid to mothers in blood; and necrotizing en
labor and other hospital terocolitis, a fatal disease 
patients. for which the treatment is 

Does Dr. Mendelsohn not human milk. 
fear that his writings may If Dr. Mendelsohn rates 
deter patients from seeking as a near-fanatic on any
surgery that is really neces- thing, it is the value of 

/ sary? And what about some breast feeding which is the 
of today's true &urgical cornerstone of the new edi
miracles, such as pr~ fice he wants to build called 
dures to correct inborn the "New Medicine." 
deformities? The New Medicine is to 

A trim, fit loctldng man of be concerned with proper 
53, Dr. Mendelsohn grinned, nutrition, with clean air and 
cheerful and unrepeNEint. water, with good communi

Readily agreeing that . cation 'between doctors and 
even Modern Medicine has patients, with the individu
some rituals that benefit al's and the family's accep-

1 

the faithful, he said, "I've tance of responsibility for 

1 
written· a polemic, a pam- their own health and their 

I 
phlet . . . I'm not going to own decisions. The New 
put the other side, every- Medicine will support and 

, body knows that already. strengthen the family, 
I People are plenty smart, which Dr. Mendelsohn says 
i they shouldn't trust any Modern Medicine does all it 
1 doctors, including me." can to disrupt. 

I 
When he gets to child- And the New Medical 

birth, babies and children, Schools will have depart
the doctor really lets go. ments of iatrogenic disease, 

He wants to see uncomp- of ethics and of literature so 
Heated births at home that doctors again will be 
again. Hospitals, he says, ,"wise cultured people." 
are becoming increasingly These schools will choose 
dangerous because of infec- students "who are comfort
tion and the practice of able being with people rath
encouraging Caesarian er than doing something for 
.birth, which is causing a or to them." 
rise in maternal mortality. But above all, the medi
He said death rates from cal heretic says, the New 
Caesarian birth are 26 Medicine will rest upon 
times higher than those "faith in life" (rather than 
from vaginal births. in medical care) and its 

1. ~Mendelsohn said that motto, will be "Do no 
in hicago 10 doctors are _ harm. --- -----...L.. 
doin home deliveries, and 
expe ·ence has shown that 
only bout 20 per cent of 
bir s',bave to take place in 
hospitals. Of the rest, 97 per 

~
t are successfully com
ted at home, while 3 per 
t of mothers have to be . 
~n to hospital during ! 

labor. I 
Dr. Mendelsohn feels 

strongly that there are , 

!
psychological advantages 
to the whole family when a 
baby is born at home. 

Willingness to breast feed 
I her baby is an absolute rule 
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